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Theoretical expressions of flip angle values maximizing signal [ax–TE/2– by –TE/2–echo– (TR–TE) – ], [1]
intensity and T1-dependent contrast are derived for spin-echo and
inversion-recovery sequences. Experimental data and theoretical where a and b are respectively the nutating and refocusing
predictions are closely correlated for experiments carried out on pulse angles about the axis denoted by the subscript. Here,
phantoms, despite the nonideal shape of the RF refocusing pulse

we consider no coherence of transverse magnetization be-used for slice selection. The use of nonstandard angles is justified
tween cycles of excitation (because of T2 relaxation whenwhen rapid MR acquisitions are needed and/or large T1 species
TR @ T2 or by appropriate spoiling) and we neglect themust be imaged with refocused sequences. q 1998 Academic Press

effect of spin–lattice relaxation during the TE delay (i.e.,
TE ! T1) . Moreover, we assume complete dephasing of the

INTRODUCTION transverse magnetization at TE/2. On these assumptions, the
intensity of the observed SE signal, rising at the echo timeIn conventional spin-echo (SE) imaging, a p /2 nutating
TE, is proportional to the transverse magnetization MT equalpulse is used followed by one or several p refocusing pulses.
to (9)As pointed out by several authors (1–4) , by selecting a

nutating pulse angle larger than p /2, steady-state conditions
MT Å fI (a, b; E1)rM0(1 0 E1)E2 . [2]should result in increased signal intensity and thus a higher

signal-to-noise ratio. However, it has been shown for spoiled
The following function fI expresses the steady-state effectpartial saturation sequences in steady state that T1-dependent

of the longitudinal z magnetizationcontrast and signal intensity are not maximal for the same
flip angle (5, 6) . Moreover, it has been demonstrated numer-
ically that varying the inversion or excitation pulse tip angles

fI (a, b; E1) Å 1
2

sin a(1 0 cos b)
1 0 E1cos a cos b

, [3]
can induce a significant enhancement in signal intensity and
contrast also in inversion-recovery (IR) imaging (7, 8) .

This work examines the mathematical processes leading and E1 and E2 are the contributions of relaxation expressed
to the expression of pulse angle values which maximize by
signal intensity for SE and IR sequences in steady state, and
can compensate for various field inhomogeneities (back-

E1 Å expS0 TR
T1
D E2 Å expS0 TE

T2
D . [4]ground field inhomogeneities, local susceptibility and chemi-

cal shift effects) . Along the same lines, we propose algebraic
guidelines for deriving pulse angle values, which maximize
T1-dependent contrast. By this means, we wished to optimize Maximization of SE Signal Intensity Using Nonstandard
MR conditions when the repetition time (TR) to T1 ratio is Flip Angles
low, i.e., when rapid MR acquisitions are needed and/or

For given values of T1 and TR, signal intensity is maxi-large T1 species must be imaged.
mum for a particular pair of angle values (aI , bI ) that max-
imize fI (see Eq. [3]) . These parameters can be obtainedTHEORY
by setting simultaneously Ì fI /Ìa and Ì fI /Ìb equal to zero

Expression of SE Signal Intensity (necessary stationary conditions) , whence fI is maximized
for bI equal to p (for any E1) while aI depends on E1 (seeThe general form of a SE sequence with a single refocus-

ing pulse is given by Fig. 1) as (1, 3)
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The root of Eq. [10] is given by (see Fig. 1)aI Å arccos(0E1) Å p 0 aE , [5]

where aE is the Ernst angle (10) . As steady-state function
aC Å p 0 arccosS2E1 0 1

2 0 E1
D . [12]

fI is equal to 1 for the standard values a Å p /2 and b Å p,
the expression fI (aI , bI ; E1) gives the maximum theoretical
enhancement of signal intensity that can be reached using Given ÉfC(p /2, p; E1)É Å 1, the maximum theoretical
the large optimal nutating pulse angle aI (Åp 0 aE) in enhancement of T1 contrast, obtained with the optimal nutat-
comparison with the common SE sequence ing pulse angle aC instead of p /2, is equal to

fI (aI , bI ; E1) Å (1 0 E 2
1)01/2 . [6]

fC(aC, bC; E1) Å 3
√
3

4
(1 0 E1)01/2 (1 / E1)03/2 . [13]

This quantity is depicted in Fig. 2.

This quantity is depicted in Fig. 2.
Maximization of T1-Dependent Contrast Using

Nonstandard Flip Angles Expression of IR Signal Intensity

T1-dependent contrast is related to the signal intensity The standard IR sequence is simply a general SE preceded
differences between tissue types induced by differing T1 by an inversion pulse, i.e.,
values (11) . Hence for a slight difference in DT1 , T1 contrast
takes a differential form proportional to the derivative of MT [p–TI– ax–TE/2– by –TE/2–echo– (TR–TE–TI) – ],
(see Eq. [2]) with respect to T1 (6) , i.e.,

[14]

DMT É
ÌMT

ÌT1

DT1 , [7] where TI is the inversion delay between the inversion and
excitation pulses. The inversion pulse may also be followed
by a gradient-recalled echo sequence. As indicated in the

where Introduction, this work deals exclusively with an inversion
followed by a spin-echo formation. The inversion pattern
enables us to null the signal intensity of a specific tissue andÌMT

ÌT1

Å fC(a, b; E1)Eg 1M0E2
then enhance signals from other regions (if T1 is different) .
Fluid-attenuated IR (FLAIR) and short TI IR (STIR) se-

E
g 1 Å

ÌE1

ÌT1

Å TR
T 2

1

E1 [8] quences are based on this principle to reduce or null the
signal from fluid and fat (14, 15) .

On the same assumptions as those made for the SE se-
and quence, the intensity of the observed IR signal (at TI / TE)

is proportional to (7)
fC(a, b; E1)

MT Å gI (a, b; E1)rM0(1 0 2E *1 / E1)E2 . [15]
Å 0 1

2
sin a(1 0 cos b)(1 0 cos a cos b)

(1 0 E1cos a cos b)2 . [9]

The steady-state effect of the longitudinal z magnetization
is given by

This expression means that as for a spoiled partial satura-
tion sequence (6, 12, 13) , T1 contrast accessible with an SE
sequence under steady state depends not only on TR but gI (a, b; E1) Å 1

2
sin a(1 0 cos b)

1 / E1cos a cos b
, [16]

also on a and b angle values. As previously discussed for
signal intensity, T1 contrast is thereby maximum for particu-
lar angle values aC and bC that maximize fC, i.e., bC equal where E*1 is the contribution of T1 relaxation during TI, i.e.,
to p (for any E1) and aC obtained by solving the equation

E*1 Å expS0 TI
T1
D . [17]

a2cos2a / a1cos a / a0 Å 0 [10]

with respectively To null the magnetization of a tissue with a known spin–
lattice relaxation time TN

1 , the following condition (see Eq.
[15]) needs to be met,a2 Å 2 0 E1 a1 Å 1 / E1 a0 Å 2E1 0 1. [11]
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53SPIN-ECHO AND INVERSION-RECOVERY MR IMAGING

TABLE 11 0 2E *1 / E1 Å 0, [18]
T1

a and T2
b Values of Phantom Tubes

leading us to choose an inversion delay equal to
Tube T1 (ms) T2 (ms)

A 2436 567
TI Å TN

1 ln 2 0 TN
1 lnF1 / expS0 TR

TN
1
DG . [19] B 2728 598

C 281.7 10.8
D 297.3 11.9
E 121.6 4.5Maximization of IR Signal Intensity Using Nonstandard
F 119.4 4.4Flip Angles

Note. Values were obtained by spectroscopy with IRa and CPMGb se-Given that
quences.

gI (p 0 a, b; E1) Å fI (a, b; E1) , [20]

and that fI is maximized for aI Å p 0 aE and bI Å p, we a0 Å (01 0 2E1 / 2E *1 )E
g 1 / 2E1E

g
*1

can derive that gI is maximized for a refocusing angle b *I
a1 Å (1 0 E1 / 2E1E *1 )E

g 1 0 2(1 / E 2
1)E

g
*1equal to p (for any E1) and a nutating angle a *I equal to the

Ernst angle (see Fig. 3) as a2 Å (2 / E1 0 4E *1 )E
g 1 / 2E1E

g
*1 . [25]

a *I Å p 0 aI Å p 0 (p 0 aE) Å aE . [21] EXPERIMENTAL

InstrumentationAlso, the maximum signal intensity enhancement is the
same for IR as for SE (see Eq. [6 ] ) and is depicted in All the experiments were performed on a Bruker AMX-
Fig. 2. 400 NMR spectrometer, using a 9.4-T superconducting mag-

net with an 89-mm-diameter vertical bore, operating at 400
Maximization of T1-Dependent Contrast Using

MHz for 1H. The spectrometer was equipped with a micro-
Nonstandard Flip Angles

imaging accessory with 50-mm gradient coils. A Helmholtz
Applying Eq. [7] to Eq. [15], differential T1 contrast for coil with a 20-mm diameter is used for both radiofrequency

an IR sequence is given by (RF) transmission and signal reception.

Phantom StudiesÌMT

ÌT1

Å gC(a, b; E1 , E*1 )rM0E2 [22]
Theoretical predictions were verified by performing phan-

tom studies at variable flip angle values. Signal intensities,
with and thus contrasts, were measured on images of a phantom

composed of six tubes of 5-mm diameter containing water
doped with MnCl2 . The concentrations were chosen to simu-gC(a, b; E1 , E*1 ) Å 1

2
sin a(1 0 cos b)

1 / E1cos a cos b
(02E

g
*1 / E

g 1)
late three pairs of tissues (tubes A–B, C–D, and E–F) with
a slight difference in T1 values. Table 1 gives T1 and T2

values for each tube that were separately determined by/ 1
2

sin a cos a cos b(1 0 cos b)
(1 / E1cos a cos b)2

NMR spectroscopy at 257C.
After magnitude reconstruction, the mean and standard1 (1 0 2E *1 / E1)E

g 1 [23]
deviation of signal intensities were measured inside a circu-
lar region of interest 5 pixels in diameter, which was manu-

and
ally centered in each tube.

MR SequencesEg *1 Å
ÌE *1

ÌT1

Å TI
T 2

1

E *1 . [24]
SE and IR sequences used a slice-selective p refocusing

pulse with a three-lobe cardinal sine waveform (2-ms dura-
T1 contrast is maximum for particular angle values a *C tion). The variable flip angle was obtained by adjusting

and b *C that maximize gC, i.e., b *C equal to p (for any E1 the duration of a nonselective rectangular pulse. For the
IR sequence, the whole magnetization was inverted using aand E *1 ) and a *C obtained by solving Eq. [10] with the fol-

lowing coefficients (see Fig. 3): nonselective p rectangular pulse (74-ms duration). Sequence
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FIG. 1. Theoretical values of nutating angle maximizing signal intensity FIG. 2. Theoretical maximum enhancement of signal intensity (solid
(solid line) and T1 contrast (dashed line) for the SE sequence as a function line) for the SE and IR sequences and T1 contrast (dashed line) for the SE
of E1 . sequence as a function of E1 .

In contrast, Fig. 3 shows for the IR sequence that a *I and
parameters were TRÅ 200 ms, TEÅ 4.38 ms, slice thickness a *C are close and decrease as E1 increases. For a STIR se-
10 mm, field of view 18 mm, image matrix 256 1 256, quence, a good compromise between signal intensity and T1
eight averages, and an imaging bandwidth of 100 kHz. The contrast enhancement can therefore be reached by selecting
inversion time TI of the IR sequence has been chosen to a tip angle around the Ernst value (in particular when E1 Å
null the signal intensity tube D according to Eq. [19], i.e., 0.5, a *I Å a *C Å aE) . However, if an accurate optimization
TI Å 83.5 ms. A spoiler gradient is applied after echo sam- of T1 contrast is required, a second-order polynomial with
pling to eliminate any coherence of transverse magnetiza- coefficients given by Eq. [25] must be solved to determine
tion. the flip angle value a *C. For E1 below 0.8, there is only one

meaningful root (with a module below one). For E1 above
RESULTS 0.8, Eq. [25] yields two solutions (which are both repre-

sented in Fig. 3) and the value that affords the best T1
Theoretical Results contrast enhancement must obviously be chosen.

Suppose that a (p 0 a) nutating pulse and a p refocusing
pulse are applied successively and that the effect of T1 relax-
ation is neglected between these two pulses (i.e., for TE/
2). There occurs a partial saturation where the net magneti-
zation has nutated by an angle a from the z axis in the (yz)
rotating plane (exactly, a for [p 0 a]x 0 py and 0a for [p
0 a]x 0 px) . This is why the Ernst angle supplement (i.e.,
p 0 aE) and the Pelc–Buxton angle supplement (see Eq.
[12]) maximize signal intensity and T1 contrast, respec-
tively. This explanation can be simply extended to the IR
case by considering that the net magnetization is first in-
verted by a p pulse (see Eq. [21]) .

Selecting the optimal nonstandard nutating angle for both
SE and IR sequences, Fig. 2 shows that signal enhancement
increases as E1 increases (i.e., TR/T1 decreases) as the
steady-state effect is also enhanced.

For the SE sequence, Fig. 1 shows that aI and aC are
FIG. 3. Theoretical values of nutating angle maximizing signal intensity

significantly different (by about 207) . In practice, signal (solid line) and T1 contrast (dashed line) for the IR sequence as a function
intensity and T1 contrast maximization constraints are in- of E1 (variable T1) . a *C is obtained for sequence parameters nulling the
compatible. Thus, two different acquisitions are required signal intensity of tube D according to Eq. [19]; i.e., TI Å 83.5 ms for TR

Å 200 ms.with larger tip angles as E1 increases (i.e., as TR decreases) .
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55SPIN-ECHO AND INVERSION-RECOVERY MR IMAGING

Magnitude reconstruction of images rectifies all negative
values of signal intensity, to produce only positive values.
Hence if signal polarity is not restored (16) , the measured
IR signal intensity is equal to the absolute value of expres-
sion [15]. While the considered T1 contrast takes a differen-
tial form (slight difference in T1) , magnitude reconstruction
has no influence on the theoretical expression of a *C. Theory
fails only when the considered contrast is between two mate-
rials with widely different longitudinal relaxation times Ta

1

and Tb
1 (a discrete problem according to Ref. 6) and/or

when Ta
1 õ TN

1 õ Tb
1 .

For SE sequence maximizing T1 weighting (i.e., TR Å
T1) , signal intensity improvement using aI Å 1127 is about
7.5%, whereas aC Å 817 affords a low contrast enhancement
(É2%). Thus, nonstandard angles are especially justified
for improving the signal intensity of T1-weighted SE images FIG. 5. Comparison of experimental and theoretical evolution of the

IR signal intensity as a function of nutating angle value a.(17) . More generally, they enable us to enhance signal inten-
sity or T1 contrast of SE and IR images when rapid MR
acquisitions are needed and/or large T1 species must be
imaged. Phantom Studies

Shortening TR while increasing the number of acquisi-
Figure 4 for the SE sequence and Fig. 5 for IR show ations may have some beneficial effects (18, 19) . Indeed, by

close similarity between experimental and theoretical signalusing this approach combined with the nonstandard flip
intensity enhancement as a function of the tip angle valueangles aI and aC, it is possible to improve signal-to-noise
a. The deviation between these two curves around the maxi-and T1 contrast-to-noise ratios (respectively S /N and C /N)
mum can be explained by the effect of the nonideal sliceof a T1-weighted SE image (with TR Å T1 and a Å p /
profile of the refocusing soft pulse. This means integrating2), while keeping the acquisition time constant. For the SE
steady-state signals characterized by complete refocusing insequence the loss of S /N and C /N due to a TR shortening
the center of the slice and incomplete refocusing in its outeris more than compensated for by an increase in the number
wings. It is observed that these imperfections become moreof averages with the same factor N . With N Å 2, 4, and 8,
marked when steady-state conditions are preponderant, i.e.,S /N and C /N increase respectively by 3, 4, and 11% and
when the flip angle value markedly deviates from p /2 and/16, 21, and 22%. However, the same calculations applied to
or for large values of E1 (according to Ref. 13) .the IR sequence do not show any improvement either for

Despite the slice profile imperfections, it must be notedS /N or for C /N .
that the experimental flip angle value that maximizes signal
intensity is near the theoretical value for both sequences.
Moreover, there is also a close similarity between experi-
mental and theoretical T1 contrast enhancement as a function
of the tip angle value a in Figs. 6 and 7 (even though
contrast measurements are more sensitive to noise) .

DISCUSSION

The use of a large tip angle value as TR decreases in
SE imaging results in an increase in RF energy deposition
in the object being imaged and so in RF transmitter power
requirements. To circumvent this drawback which can
limit in vivo applications, RF pulses limiting specific ab-
sorption rates (especially soft pulses ) should be used.
Also, by selecting a nominal flip angle value maximizing
signal intensity, SE or IR images become more sensitive
to spatial variations of RF transmission field and espe-
cially to overflipping and underflipping of magnetizationFIG. 4. Comparison of experimental and theoretical evolution of the

SE signal intensity as a function of nutating angle value a. ( respectively for SE and IR) , since in this range a small
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For the IR sequence the inversion time is shifted compared
to the value given by Eq. [19] and TI is now equal to

TI Å TN
1 ln 2 0 TN

1 lnF1 / hrexpS0 TR
TN

1
DG , [29]

whereas, the angle value which maximizes T1 contrast for
the IR sequence is very close to a *C. For both SE and IR
cases, T1 relaxation during TE induces a rapid decrease of
T1 contrast which can be attained with these sequences.

This paper addresses the case of a spin echo acquired
after an odd ( i.e., one ) number of refocusing pulses. It
should be distinguished from the case of an even number
of refocusing pulses that corresponds to the fast optimal
angle spin echo with a short TE (FATE) sequence (4, 22 ) .

FIG. 6. Comparison of experimental and theoretical evolution of the For an even number of refocusing pulses the optimum
SE T1 contrast as a function of nutating angle value a. excitation angle at which maximum signal intensity or T1-

dependent contrast occurs is equal to (p 0 a ) , where a
is the optimum excitation angle calculated for an odd num-
ber of refocusing pulses (23 ) .variation in flip angle value produces a large deviation of

Vinitski et al. have suggested that an arbitrary inversionsignal intensity ( see Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 ) . Finally, RF pulse
angle can be used to partially invert the magnetization (7)amplitudes must be calibrated to induce accurate flip angle
and then to shorten the inversion delay TI. It affects thevalues. Procedures have been described for this (20 ) that
optimal values of a *I and a *C only if there is a residual trans-do not, however, prevent the angle values from varying
verse magnetization just before the excitation pulse. Thus,through spatial inhomogeneities of the B1 transmission
these theoretical expressions are not acceptable when thefield. An alternative approach would be to use amplitude-
inversion pulse is significantly lower than p and/or whenand phase-modulated adiabatic pulses that both generate
the TI to T2 ratio is too small. Nevertheless, this drawbackarbitrary and uniform flip angles despite large B1 inhomo-
can possibly be circumvented by applying a spoiler gradientgeneities and limit specific absorption rate (21 ) .
between the inversion and the excitation pulses.The above theoretical expressions of signal intensity (see

Eqs. [2] and [15]) were derived from the Bloch equations
CONCLUSIONneglecting the effect of spin–lattice relaxation during the

TE delay. If this assumption is not fulfilled, the SE and IR
The use of nonstandard angles theoretically described hereamplitudes become proportional respectively to

is justified for enhancing signal intensity and T1-dependent

MT Å fI (a, b; E1)rM0(1 0 hE1)E2 , [26]

MT Å gI (a, b; E1)rM0(1 0 2E *1 / hE1)E2 , [27]

with

h Å cos b / expS TE
2T1

Dr(1 0 cos b) . [28]

When b Å p and TE is not short compared to T1 the
values aI and a *I of optimal excitation angles that maximize
signal intensity are unchanged because the expressions of
signal intensity have the same dependence on a in Eqs. [26]
and [27] and in Eqs. [2] and [15]. Numerical computations
have shown that the angle value aC which maximizes T1

contrast for the SE sequence is higher than the one derived
in Eq. [12]. It increases steadily as TE tends to TR, but the FIG. 7. Comparison of experimental and theoretical evolution of the

IR T1 contrast as a function of nutating angle value a.angle supplement is never larger than 157 when TE õ T1 .
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